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Abstract

In recent years the complexity of space borne SAR sensors has increased dramatically. This development is mainly driven
by the need of a higher mapping capability of these systems with better performance in terms of swath width, resolution
and sensitivity. To deal with these challenges innovative SAR concepts have been proposed, where a significant part of
the radar signal processing is carried out onboard the spacecraft. This paper identifies further optimization potentials
for reflector-based SAR systems with digital beamforming. Array-fed reflectors allow the simultaneous transmission
of spatially separated waveforms. This inherent property can be exploitedin order to reduce the amount of data to be
downlinked to ground and decrease the energy consumption of the SAR instrument at the same time.

1 Introduction

Synthetic aperture radar (SAR) imaging with spaceborne
platforms has become an invaluable tool for Earth obser-
vation. As one of the most important applications, SAR
data shall help establishing a better understanding of pro-
cesses related to climate change. Currently, several SAR
missions in different countries around the world are un-
der development. Prominent examples are the German
mission proposal Tandem-L [6, 11, 4], the European mis-
sion BIOMASS [1] or the US American / Indian mission
NISAR [12]. All these missions have in common that they
employ reflector-antenna-based SAR satellites. The design
goal in particular for Tandem-L and NISAR is to increase
their mapping capacity using very large swath widths, short
revisit times and high resolution in order to serve the sci-
entific need for high quality and quantity of data.
Swath width and resolution are design drivers in terms of
power consumption of a SAR system. For instance dou-
bling the swath width by increasing the beam width by a
factor of two implies doubling the transmit power in order
to have the same sensitivity. The required transmit power
in turn impacts other satellite sub-systems, like the solar
panels, the batteries and the heat dissipation system. By
default, SAR satellites are equipped with a power source
which allows transmitting a single waveform, typically a
chirp signal of constant bandwidth and duration, with a
certain transmit gain. From a cost point of view it could
therefore prove worthy to identify optimization potentials
for power saving.
Maybe an even more important consequence of ultra-
wide-swath imaging with fine resolution is the enormous
amount of data recorded by the SAR sensor, which has
to be transferred to ground. This is in particular criti-
cal for multi-channel sensors, where several data streams
are required for further processing on ground. Data vol-
ume is a clear cost driver for a SAR mission, since it de-

termines the sizing of the data downlink system and the
number of ground stations as well as data handling- and
distribution-infrastructure. Usually, resolution is specified
to be constant on ground over the swath as for example
in the Sentinel-1 mission [13, 14]. As a consequence of
the sidelooking imaging geometry this, however, implies
that the pulse bandwidth would have to be continuously
adapted over the swath - larger bandwidth in near range
and lower bandwidth in far range. With current sate-of-the-
art planar array SAR systems this is not possible. Instead,
sensors like Sentinel-1 or Envisat ASAR [10] feature SAR
instruments with programmable bandwidth. Wide swath
imaging is performed using ScanSAR modes, where the
bandwidth is adapted to a specific burst. This leads to a
sawtooth-like ground range resolution profile and a cer-
tain reduction of the data volume, however, imaging wide
swaths in stripmap or staggered SAR [15] mode would still
not be feasible, because this would require transmitting a
pulse with spatially varying bandwidth.
In order to deal with these challenges, this paper exploits
the inherent properties of array-fed reflector SAR sys-
tems, where the bandwidth of the transmitted wave field
is adapted to range yielding quasi constant ground range
resolution. This requires a multi-channel transmitter which
is capable of transmitting waveforms simultaneously with
variable bandwidth and duration. The basic concept has
been introduced in [7] for so called hybrid SAR modes,
where a certain part of a swath is illuminated for instance
with a waveform of larger bandwidth. Here, we lay the fo-
cus on a continuous adaption of the signal bandwidth and
on a proper on-board processing strategy of the received
SAR signal, such that the data volume can be reduced. A
positive side effect of the range-adaptive waveforms is that
the SAR system needs to transmit less energy without im-
pairing the sensitivity. Finally, an optimization potential is
discussed, where the transmit power is adapted to range.
This would require a transmitter architecture with individ-
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ual gain control in each channel. Such a design could allow
reducing the SAR instrument power consumption even fur-
ther.

2 Reflector SAR Principle

The main motivation to employ reflector antennas for
spaceborne SAR imaging is their potential to realize very
large apertures (> 100m2). The reflector is illuminated by
a so-called feed array, which houses the SAR instrument,
including the RF frontend with radiators as well as the digi-
tal hardware. Since each antenna beam is associated with a
particular element of the feed array and has almost vanish-
ing overlap with neighbouring beams, it is possible to ra-
diate different waveforms in spatially separated directions,
as indicated by the colored beams in Fig. 1. This con-
cept wouldn’t be compatible with planar array antennas,
where the individual beams completely overlap in the far
field so that an unwanted mixing of the waveforms would
occur. So called defocused reflector concepts [3] might
still offer enough waveform separation with some spatio-
temporal waveform optimization. The concept of radiating
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Figure 1 Side-looking reflector SAR system with digital
feed array. Each feed element is associated with a quasi
non-overlapping beam, indicated by the color code. This
allows transmitting spatially separated waveforms.

simultaneously multiple waveforms is a MIMO principle,
which found its application in new powerful SAR imaging
modes [5, 8].
The broad transmit pattern, shown in Fig. 1, results from
activating all feed elements simultaneously. Physically, the
transmit pattern is simply the weighted1 sum of the individ-
ual beams. On receive the beamforming strategy is differ-
ent. Here, a high gain beam, dynamically steered towards
the direction of the radar echo, is formed.

1Typically, phase-only pattern synthesis is used in oder to improve the
transmit pattern.

3 Hardware Concept and Transmit
Waveform Design

The functional principle of the digital feed array is shown
in the block diagram of Fig. 2. Here, for a clear repre-
sentation, components like filters, limiters, etc. have been
omitted. The different transmit waveforms might be con-
trolled in phase and amplitude and radiated via the feed
elements. The total transmitted wave-field takes then the
form

uTx(t,θ) = ∑
j

w j p j(t)a j(θ) , (1)

wherew j are complex weights for phase and amplitude
control,a j are the far field patterns of the individual beams
andp j denotes the transmit waveforms. In this context the
variableθ describes the incident angle with respect to the
surface normal (see Fig. 1). The azimuth dimension is
not relevant for the derivation of the concept and therefore
omitted.
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Figure 2 High level block diagram of the digital feed ar-
ray and RF frontend. In each transmit (Tx) channel an
individual waveform is injected. On receive, after digital
beamforming using FIR filters (hi), the signaluDBF re-
quires additional processing steps for data reduction and
quantization.

On receive the radar echo signal propagates into the feed
elements, the circulator and the low noise amplifiers (Rx
gain) until it is digitized. At this stage the SAR signal
might be written according to

ui(t) ∝
∫

θ
uTx(t − τ ,θ)σ0(θ)ai(θ)dθ , (2)

with the backscatter functionσ0. Here, all constant factors
as well as the range dependency (r−3) have been neglected.



Assuming a monostatic imaging setup and reciprocity, the
receive antenna beams are identical to the ones in the trans-
mit case. Note, that the radar echo delayτ is a (non-linear)
function of the incident angleθ .
The beamforming operation may be represented by a con-
volution of the received SAR signalui with a time-variant
filter hi followed by a summation over the digital channels
(count indexi)

uDBF(t) = ∑
i

∑
t′

ui(t − t ′)hi(t,t
′) (3)

Regarding the design of the transmit waveforms one might
first note that for a constant ground range resolutionδgr the
bandwidth of the waveform obeys the following relation

B(θ) = α ·
c

2δgr sinθ
, (4)

whereα is a factor accounting for range spectrum weight-
ing (α = 0.89 for a rectangular window). In the simplest
case one could adopt a classical chirp waveform

p j(t) = rect(t;τp, j)ejπ(B j/τp, j)t
2
ej2π fct (5)

of bandwidthB, durationτp and carrier frequencyfc. One
possibility to choose a discrete set of bandwidthsB j is to
select the bandwidth at the direction of maximum gain of
an individual feed element. The choice of the pulse lengths
τp, j underlies another constraint imposed by the beam-
forming operation (3), which requires a constant chirp rate
κ ,

κ =
B j

τp, j
= constant. (6)

With such a waveform design the signal bandwidth and du-
ration changes only gradually from channel to channel. To
illustrate this, consider the normalized raw data signaluDBF
plotted in Fig. 3. Here, ideal beamforming has been as-
sumed (no processing artefacts) and the backscatter func-
tion has been set to one. 15 targets have been evenly spaced
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Figure 3 Example of a raw data signal, where 15 discrete
scatterers have been simulated. The waveforms have been
designed such that the pulse bandwidth and duration grad-
ually decreases towards far range.

in slant ranger, respective delay timeτ . One might no-
tice that the waveforms become shorter towards far range,

but no significant deviations from the rectangular wave-
form envelope can be observed. Note, the variation of the
magnitude of the individual echoes stem from the transmit
patternsa j in equation (1), where the transmit weightsw j

have been set to one.

4 Data Reduction Concept

Referring to Fig. 2, after the summation node the signal
uDBF(t) is sampled with a constant rate, proportional to the
signal bandwidthB at near range and some over-sampling.
This is because here, due to the nonlinear relation between
incident angle and bandwidth (see equation (4)), the largest
bandwidth occurs. The idea of the data reduction con-
cept is based on a time-frequency domain expansion of the
signal after beamforming. Applying a short-time Fourier
transform (STFT) on our example signal of Fig. 3 yields
a 2-D data field as shown in Fig. 4. Here, the adaption
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Figure 4 Short-time Fourier transform of the example
signal shown in Fig. 3. This representation reveals the
range dependency of the chirp waveforms with constant
chirp rate.

of the pulse bandwidth to range becomes evident. Since
a constant chirp rate has been employed, also the pulse
duration shrinks in proportion. In this example the wave-
form is spectrally centered around the carrier frequency of
1.2575 GHz with a maximum bandwidth of 63.1 MHz cor-
responding to a ground range resolution of 5 m for the as-
sumed imaging geometry. In this time-frequency represen-
tation the black areas would contain thermal noise which
will be filtered out and by this the amount of SAR data can
be reduced. In practice however, the STFT might have to
be replaced by something simpler. For instance one could
apply a Fast Fourier transform (FFT) on blocks of the data
stream. In the example shown in Fig. 5 a block size of 128
samples has been used.
After the data reduction step, where the spectral parts con-
taining noise have been removed, the data must be quan-
tized. Here, traditional approaches like block adaptive
quantization are of interest. But also more sophisticated
concepts, where for instance samples of the block spec-
tra are quantized according to their signal-to-noise ratio
(SNR) (see for example [9]), could be considered. Spectral
parts with lower SNR would require less quantization bits.
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Figure 5 Block-wise Fast Fourier transform of the exam-
ple signal shown in Fig. 3. Here, consecutive blocks of
128 input samples have been processed.

These three steps, blockwise FFT, data reduction by means
of spectral filtering and quantization conclude the onboard
data processing and the data are stored in the mass memory
before they are downlinked to a ground station.
In the following the data saving potential shall be esti-
mated. Conventionally, with constant bandwidth wave-
forms the data rateR is proportional to the maximum band-
width Bmax

R ∝ Bmax , (7)

dictated by the ground range resolution in near range. With
the proposed data reduction scheme the new rateR′ be-
comes proportional to the average of the bandwidth as a
function of the incident angle

R′ ∝
1

∆θ

∫

B(θ)dθ . (8)

Substituting equation (4), this integral has the analytic so-
lution

R′ ∝ α ·
c

2δgr

1
∆θ

ln |arctan(θ/2)|
∣

∣

∣

θmax

θmin

. (9)

The saving of data volume can now be evaluated as func-
tion of the swath width as presented in Fig. 6. Here, as
additional parameter, different orbital heights have been
considered. The minimum incident angleθmin is taken
at 25◦. As example, for Tandem-L (orbit height 750 km,
swath width 350 km) the saving would be 25.1 %. Lower
orbits seem to profit from higher data rate savings. The
same is true for smaller minimum incident angles. Due
to the proportionality of pulse bandwidth and duration the
power saving follows exactly the same curves as in Fig. 6.

5 Discussion and Conclusion

The data reduction concept presented in this paper is moti-
vated by the fact that requirements on ground range resolu-
tion are typically served by transmitting waveforms with
constant bandwidth. Since the ground range resolution
requires more bandwidth in near range compared to far
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Figure 6 Saving of data rate versus swath width and for
different orbit heights.

range, there is a significant data saving potential. At the
same time these range adaptive waveforms allow saving
transmit energy.
Synthetic aperture radar imaging at low frequencies, say
in L- or P-band, becomes increasingly sensitive to iono-
spheric effects. A common approach to estimate and cor-
rect ionospheric phase is by means of the so called split
spectrum technique (see for example [2] and references
therein). The method requires transmitting and receiving
an additional pulse, which is spectrally separated from the
signal pulse as far as possible. Looking at Fig. 4 one could
think of placing the signal spectrum at the lower (or higher)
edge of the entire spectrum and the calibration pulse at the
opposite end. Filtering out the noise-only parts could still
offer a formidable data saving potential.
Another interesting opportunity to save even more energy
arises from the fact that the SNR in a SAR image varies
with range according to

SNR ∝
σ0

r3 sinθ
. (10)

This typically means that the sensitivity requirement is
overfulfilled in near range, while system designers strug-
gle to direct sufficient power to the far end of the swath. A
system with individual Tx gain control in each channel, as
sketched in the block diagram of Fig. 2 could easily com-
pensate at least for the distance term and the incident angle
dependency.
The potential of saving data volume as well as energy
consumption of the SAR instrument has to be traded off
against additional hardware complexity. The application
of conventional transmit/receive modules seems question-
able for ultra-wide-swath imaging systems. Instead a clear
separation in a transmit block and a receive block offers
advantages. Moreover, the reduced data volume to be
downlinked to the ground stations could allow for signif-
icant cost savings in the data handling and distribution
infrastructure. Insofar, the disadvantage of a more com-
plex transmitter and data reduction hardware could be out-
weighed by the presented data reduction concept.
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